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A slot machine (American English), known variously as a fruit machine (British English), puggy (Scottish
English), the slots (Canadian and American English), poker machine/pokies (Australian English and New
Zealand English), or simply slot (British English and American English), is a casino gambling machine with
three or more reels which spin when a button is pushed.
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This Manual is in a PDF format. This is manual # 821-126-01 dated May 24, 1994. This is a troubleshooting
manual for checking each and all circuits in your machine, it's 163 pages of must have information for trying
to trace and see what is wrong in a circuit, Very helpful, and this is the only IGT manual devoted to just this.
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This Manual is in a PDF format. This is a Bally factory manual for the Bally Series E-1000 and E-2000 Series
slot machines. You have to have this manual if your even going to look inside a Bally E Series machine, 47
pages of information.
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Well this is a WHO RAN IT?! for the books. Cincinatti Bengal Chad "Ocho Cinco" Johnson just graced Twitter
with a photo of his naked presence. But does it compare to NY Knick Amar'e Stoudamire's nude photo gifts in
the recent ESPN magazine.. Decide when you read on... Chad put his football player muscular naked bod on
full display for the Twitter world to see today.
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Augusto JosÃ© RamÃ³n Pinochet Ugarte (/ Ëˆ p iË• n É™ Êƒ eÉª /; Spanish: [auËˆÉ£usto pinoËˆ(t)Êƒe,
-Ëˆ(t)Êƒet]; 25 November 1915 â€“ 10 December 2006) was a Chilean general, politician and the US-backed
dictator of Chile between 1973 and 1990 who remained the Commander-in-Chief of the Chilean Army until
1998 and was also President of the Government Junta of Chile between 1973 and 1981.
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'This is good stuff.' Jezebel takes a second sip of wine and settles back on the expensive white leather sofa
crossing her legs on the back of the pretty and nearly naked brunette tied securely to the low table in front of
her by lengths of soft silk rope.
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